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 All in A Day’s Work: 1945-95 
The Britain at Work London Project will be publishing All in a Day's Work: Working Lives and 
Trade Unions in West London 1945-1995 in winter 2014. It will include extracts from over 100 
interviews conducted in west London and west Middlesex over the last five years, as well as 
providing a social, economic and political context for the period 1945-1995. We hope it will be 
the first in a new series of publications covering the whole of the capital. For more information 
and to order copies in advance please email rima@britainatwork.com   
 
Rolls Royce Mulliner Park Ward Shop Stewards Committee banner and members at Wembley Conference Centre 
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I was astonished, and gratified, to see 'Learning About 
Trade Unions' featured in the last edition of the news-
letter. I wrote this with a colleague some 30 years ago 
when I was working for the TUC. It was my attempt to 
stop trade unionists going into schools and talking about 
the Tolpuddle Martyrs, which many of them were prone 
to do when asked to give a talk about trade unions to 
school students. Listening to such a talk was a quick way 
to bore children and turn them off trade unions for life. 
'Learning About Trade Unions' was a book of activities 
that teachers and visiting trade unionists could use to run 
what I hoped were exciting sessions about why acting 
collectively is so important.  

The Uses and Abuses of History Richard Ross 

By his daughter Tierl Thompson who is editor of 'Dear 
Girl, The diaries and letters of two working women 1897-
1917' (The Women's Press, London, 1987). My dad, 
Harry Thompson, was a professional footballer, back in 
the day before footballers had celebrity status and 
earned vast amounts of money. Born in 1915, he was in 
his best playing form in the early 1930s. As a striker for 
the famous pre war Wolverhampton Wanderers team he 
was often on the sports pages, where one pundit  
described how he 'bewildered his opponents with his 
brilliant footwork.’ Looking back now, my dad's story and 
his work fascinate me. He was born into a working class 
family in Mansfield in 1915, the youngest son of a coal 
miner who died young. His mother apparently swore that 
'her Harry was not going down the pit.’ And go down the 
pit he didn't! He grew up kicking a football  around and 
had the good fortune to be coached at school by 'two of 
Mansfield's best sports teachers' This was according to 
his lifelong friend and fan Jack Wakefield, writing in a 
local Mansfield paper in 1995, adding that if 'John Major 
seeks to revitalise sport in schools he would do well to 
recall the footballing achievements during the inter war 
years of Harry Thompson. '  
 
Dad won every honour at schoolboy level, then played 
for Mansfield City, where he was talent spotted and 
signed up for Wolves age 18. He was later transferred to 
Sunderland for an enormous fee of £7,500. Shortly  
before war broke out  he was on track for an England 
trial. With professional football suspended during the 
war, his best playing years were over when football  
resumed in 1945. In 1948 he became Headington (later 
Oxford) United's first professional  manager, putting the 
club on the map and apparently 'achieving near miracles 
on a shoe string budget.' He created a team by recruiting 
players from his contacts in the game, supplementing 
their £8 maximum wage by finding them part time jobs in 
town. Local tradesman came in voluntarily to develop the 
stands. There are tales of concrete slabs being made by 
local builders and just setting in time for the match.  

Harry Thompson 30s Wolves 

All it was intended to do was to sow a seed that might 
germinate when the students went into paid work.  
Reading that first paragraph I realise it might suggest 
that I have something against studying the Tolpuddle 
Martyrs (or even against the Martyrs themselves).  
Nothing could be further from the truth. Indeed recently, 
as part of a Social Justice event at London Metropolitan 
University, I gave a talk about them and then led a walk 
around Islington, North London connected to their story. 
You can teach about anything, the important point is  
how you do it. And a knowledge of history is essential  
for understanding society, which itself is essential if  
we want to change it. (continued on page 3) 

It was a club at the heart of a community, not one owned 
by wealthy outside investors. When, ten years later the 
club was not faring so well,  my Dad 'got the sack', a 
phrase which reverberated round our house with an  
unnecessarily shameful air. He retired quietly from the 
game and the rest of his working life was spent at the 
Pressed Steel car factory in Oxford in an office job. He 
had no bitterness about his career being impeded by the 
war or being ended by United. He considered himself 
one of the lucky ones, as many of his contemporaries 
were killed in the war. He also told me very kindly—when 
I was floundering about my 'career' post university and 
the collapse of 1968 idealism—that he considered him-
self lucky to have found a job that he loved so much. I 
am immensely proud of him, not least  that he was 
driven not by aggressive competitiveness but by a real 
love of the game and a genuine team spirit. 

 



 

 
Bill Richardson 1920-2014 

Bill Richardson was a legendary union activist and  
community campaigner in west London. Bill was 
born in Acton but came to live in Ladbroke Grove 
and married Hilda. He joined the Communist party 
but broke with it around 1958 whilst he was working 
at Napiers as an engineer. He was a member of the 
AEU and later worked at London Transport's  
Chiswick Works. Bill got involved with community 
organising in the late 50s/60s, being pivotal in the 
setting up of the Notting Hill Peoples' Association. 
He was involved in many of the community struggles 
in those years, including the fight against Mosley's 
post- war fascists. He was also involved in the Unity 
Theatre before the war and with CND and the form-
ation of the New Left with the Partisan Café in Soho.   
 
I was six years old when the miners from the north and 
from Wales converged on London to press their points 
(1926). How were they housed on their marches? Every 
community that they came to threw open their little 
church halls and fed them and housed them. They came 
to Acton in their thousands because they were beginning 
to converge on London at that time... My mother and 
father were told that, on a certain day, about 500 men 
would be coming into our street on their final march to 
Downing Street, and that they would not necessarily be 
fed. Would we feed them? I shall never forget it. I was a 
kid of six. It was in south Acton: the slum area of Acton. I 
was one of nine children. I slept in one bedroom in one 
bed with my two older brothers. And the whole of Bollo 
Bridge Road was like that. All I could see was the wives 
and mothers of the families out there, in their clean 
aprons, to greet them. And they came and they sat 

down, and they were fed. They were brought huge jugs 
of tea and what different food women could muster. At 
the end of the feeding they stood up, and they sang 
'Jerusalem'. I can remember that as clear as daylight. 
So I reckon that must have affected me and my politics. 
 
In Acton, where I was born, there was a place called 
The Mount and it was by an old parish church by Acton 
High Street. I came out of the billiard room when I was 
16 years of age and there was a speaker. That was a 
speakers' corner. A young fellow up talking about the 
Spanish Civil War, he was Jewish this chap and he was 
speaking (for the republican government).Then all of a 
sudden these three thugs upturned his little stand and 
gave him a kick or two. Myself and two pals set about 
them because we saw the unfairness of it. At 16, me 
and my two pals, after a short time in the YCL (Young  
Communist League), we wanted to go out to Spain and 
fight. When we went up to Central Office (of the  
Communist party) they told us to bugger off. They said 
we were far too young. But nevertheless, we worked flat 
out after that to provide food and whatever to Spain. 

 

Commemorations are taking place for the outbreak of 
World War 1 but the period just before was the Great 
Unrest when the suffrage movement, demands for home 
rule for Ireland and massive strikes led Britain to the 
brink of civil war/revolution. Into that mix we throw the 
1909 strike at Ruskin College, the Plebs League and the 
demand for, and practice of, Independent Working Class 
Education. This period (given added impetus by the 
Russian Revolution) ends after the General Strike of 
1926, certainly after World War 2 and definitely after the 
1968 Donovan report which finally splits workers' educ-
ation from trade union education. It is workers' education 
we need to rebuild and there a home should be found for 
the study of history. Only about 1 in 4 workers is in a 
trade union, only about 1 in 10 of the population. The 
reach of workers' education therefore must be wider than 
that of trade union education. It should be open and 
local. In some areas trades councils may be the vehicles 
for running day schools and events. In other areas un-
ions/new groups may be the vehicles. It is not for me to 
say how this will be done but I welcome views of others 
as to how we may rebuild workers' education. 

(continued from page 2) When I wrote 'Learning About 
Trade Unions', I realised from looking at records that it 
wasn't the first attempt to produce material to introduce 
children to trade unionism. Indeed those earlier projects 
influenced what I and my colleague did. I was saddened 
when, years later and well after I had left the TUC, I 
came across some new materials which claimed to be 
the first attempt to produce materials that could be used 
by schools to help students learn about unions. Thus 
mistakes are made when knowledge of what has gone 
before is lacking. If the study of history is important then 
can we introduce it into trade union courses? When I 
worked at the TUC in the late 1970s and 80s developing 
the day release unions reps programme, we were  
regularly criticised for not including history, or politics or 
economics or whatever someone thought was important 
into the courses. But these courses lasted, in the main, 
for only 10 days and had a specific purpose, that of 
equipping union reps to be able to carry out their  
functions. They were trade union education and not 
workers' education, and this distinction, I would argue, is 
important, as a knowledge of history shows.  

 



‘It is now ten years since those four years of  
slaughter… incidents that haunt me.’ So wrote a  
veteran of World War 1 in his war story. A hundred 
years on the war continues to engage the  
imagination of the public.  
 
Some years ago I wrote a thesis on World War 1 in 
which I interrogated its impact on ideas of masculinity. 
War offers men one of the most powerful forms of ideal-
ised masculinity: the soldier hero. Many men in the  
extraordinary circumstances of soldiering in World War 1 
kept diaries, wrote letters (albeit censored), and after the 
war some wrote their memoirs, sometimes based on 
their diaries and usually never intended for publication. 
These memoirs were often carefully typed or hand-
written with titles and prefaces as if to constitute ‘proper’ 
books. One, written ten years later was illustrated by 
simple but evocative water colour drawings. Some  
writers worked and re-worked their personal accounts 
long after the war was over as their experiences of  
soldiering took different shape in their memories over 
time. I found two accounts by Army Medical Officers 
which were finally completed in the 1960s. They  
acknowledge that theirs are not ‘warriors’ accounts’ but 
they similarly felt compelled to tell their stories. Another 
source was the oral history interviews conducted by the 
IWM Sound Archive staff, a project started in 1973. 
 
While the starting point was the varied response to the 
call to serve King and Country: ‘I was elated at the  
promise of the great adventure’; ‘I was loath to go. I was 
very much afraid’, these are not straightforward  
narratives nor mere factual recording of events. The act 
of writing is an exploration of the emotional responses to 
the centrality of war experiences in men’s lives. They 
illustrate how war changed men and their sense of them-
selves as they became soldiers in the industrialised war-
fare of World War 1 which most could scarcely have 
imagined. A 19 year old from a South Wales mining town 
wrote: ‘The strange thing about it all was that we knew 
we were going to the front to kill, die or suffer terrible 
wounds, yet not one man was dispirited. This indeed 
was a wonderful army—civilians turned soldiers in a few 
months.’ The now familiar images of the trenches, mud, 
noise, gas, harsh army discipline and the terrors of wait-
ing for action remained vivid memories: ‘for a long time 
after I came back I felt like a crushed reptile that has 
been stamped on in the road.’ The comradeship of the 
trenches and friendships as well as the black humour 
could sometimes offset the suffering and privations but 
the sense of estrangement from self and family at home 
was keenly felt, especially by those returning with severe 
physical wounds and psychological scars. 
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War memoirs Maggie Millman 

The Armistice provides a sense of an ending to nearly 
all of the soldiers’ stories. Some determined to forget: ‘I 
forgot it all. You had to go back to work’, and some men 
felt the war had been a positive experience, a rite of 
passage into manhood: ‘I was determined to go, I was 
glad I went. It made me a man’, wrote a veteran who 
had enlisted aged 15. For others, the sense of  
discontinuity and disruption of the pre-war and  
post-war selves was profound. 
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